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movements will use this human misery to turn people against the
richer countries and take advantage of this situation to become a
revolutionary force in the world . It is therefore imperative for
us to collaborate with other partners to work toward the
disappearance of poverty around the world .

I believe that when formulating our foreign policy, we must ask
ourselves the following question : What kind of world do we want
to live in?

In formulating a foreign policy, questions of Canada's future
should never be separated from the wider question : What kind of
world do we want? This will be the question that the members of
the parliamentary committee will have to answer in formulating
suggestions for our foreign policy . I look forward to receiving
their views and advice in this regard .

Let me tell you of the kind of world I would like to live in. I
dream of a world where there will be no more arms race, no more
famine, and no more economic deprivation . I dream of a world
where every child will go to school during the daytime in a safe
environment and will go to bed at night well fed and in a decent
home .

This is obviously a dream . But Canada should work hard to make
this dream come true . After all, great events, unthinkable a few
years ago, have given rise to a renewal, a new sense of hope, and
must inspire all of us as parliamentarians engaged in this
democratic decision-making process for this country .

Nelson Mandela was released from his prison cell and now leads
his party in South Africa's first democratic election . The
Gdansk naval yard electrician and underground union leader ,
Lech Walesa, is now Poland's democratically elected president . A
political prisoner and playwright, Vaclav Havel, is now the Czech
Republic president .

This was unthinkable just a few years ago, but dreams came true .

I believe we must work hard to give Canada a foreign policy that
meets our foreign aspirations and this includes maintaining our
presence on the international scene, in accordance with a
tradition of excellence that has been proven in the past and that
we will continue in the future .


